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THE whole country will sympathize
with President McKinley in the loss of
his aged mother.
Perhaps no one is
so much interested in a mau's progress
and promotion in this life as is his
mother, and to see her son useful aud
honored by his countrymen must be
a source of gratification to any mother. It was well that Mother McKinley was permitted to live to see her
son installed in the highest position in
the gift of his people.
Nor did the
President forget his mother on the
day of his exaltation, but permitted
her to share the honor and happiness
of that occasion, as was meet that he
sbould do. We do not know that
Mother McKinley was in any sense a
remarkable
woman.
She was just
sucb as thousands of other American
mothers, intelligl:'nt, patriotic and devoted.
She was a representative
of
the true type of American womanhood.
IMMIGRATION
has begun to increase,
and it is probable that there may be
some legislation during the present
meeting of Congress looking towards
its restriction.
This is a serious question calling for wise treatment.
Foreign immigration
affects the social,
e<Jonomical, and moral problems of
this country.
America has ever been
an asylum for the poor and oppressed
of earth, but there is danger of overrnnning the asylum and destroying
it with the riffraff and scum of the Old
World.
BOOTH-TucKER, leader of the Salvation Army in America, is engaged
in a great colonization scheme.
He
says he is going to establish "a chain
of colonies that will belt the country
with help."
In twenty-three
different Southern and Western States he
has secured tracts of land ranging iu
size from 1,000 to 4,000 acres, which
he purposes to divide into blocks of
five and ten acres each, build on each
block a cottage, furnish the place
with the necessary stock, and then
induce some poor family from the city
to go and occupy it. After a time
the place will be sold to the family
on suoll terms that the poorest
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afford, and in tbis way be"hopes to
relieve the overcrowded cities and to
furnish the poor with needed help.
But this scheme is intended especially for the fallen who have been aaved
in their city meetings and desire to
lead a righteous life. It is a great
scheme, and we cannot but hope that
it will meet with some degree of success.
A PROTESTagainst the appointment
of Attorney General McKenna to the
Supreme Court bench, has been sent
to the President
from Portland,
Ore., signed by two United States
judges and several State judges. The
ground of the protest is tbe alleged
lack of qualification for such a position. It is suggested, however, that
the fact that Mr. McKenna is a Catholic ma) have something to do with
the protest.
Another suggestion is
that the railroads are at the bottom
of tbe opposition.
In any case, President McKinley is likely to do as he
pleases about the appointment.
AND now the Methodist Church has
been holding a "Congress."
It seems
that 80mebody is bent on 80mething.
When preachers can't air their views
in their denominational meetings, they
get up a "Congress," and then they
have air enough and to spare.
This
Methodist Congress, held in Pittsburg,
discussed, among other things, "Evolution and Revelation,"
and "Tbe
New View of tbe Old Testament."
In
speaking of this Congress, The Outlook
says: "Tbe paper by Prof. H. G.
Mitchell on 'The New View of the
Old Testament'
had before been condemned, as we understand it, by resolutions adopted by other Methodist
bodies, but it was received
with
marked approval by this body." Now
we expect somebody to arise and say
that this Congress has no ecclesiastical authority, and tbat its utterances
are of no significance.
THIS item from Christian Work is
significant: "It is a deplorable fact,
as certifled to by tbe Oentral Pre8by'
terian, that 1,242 Soutbern Presbyterian Cburches did not report 'a single
profession of faith during the past
year.'
'Upon this pict\lre of unfaithfolness,' I&Ys the editor, 'witb its
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want of faith and prayer and effort,
it calls everyone of us to gaze until
we are filled witb shame and confusion
of face, and with new vows bring
forth works meet for repentaoce.'
Ou\' Southern friends are not alone in
this respect."
Has The Oentral Presbyterian properly diagnosed the case?
Is it a lack of faith, prayer, and effort? Perhaps some of these cburches are very staunch in tbe Presbyterian faith.
Perhaps some have put
forth strenuous
efforts and have
prayed without ceasing.
At least we
know churches of otber faiths of
which this much is true.
The spirit
of evangelism,
of fraternity and of
adaptation counts for much. Times
cbange and so do methods,
Christianity is flexible, but sectarianism is
often flxed. The wide-awake church
will study conditions and try to so adjost itself so as to be able to meet them
in the spirit of Christ and of true
service.
IT SEEMS that the Snltau of Turkey
has invited the New Yotk Herald to
"send a competent commissioner to
investigate the Armenian massacres."
Rev. George H. Hepworth has been
chosen for that work and is already
on the ground.
What is intended to
be accomplished by such all investi·
gation does not appear, unless it is an
attempt to whitewash the name of
that infamous ruler.
It is too late to
really do any good, for from one to
two hundred thousand Armenians are
dead and few are left in the locality
of the massacres to demand justice.
No nation is back of this investigation, and there is no promise of rep·
aration.
Dr. Hepworth may make an
honest investigation, but much material that should be brought into evidence has been removed.
Then, it
cannot be expected that he will fare
any better than others.
Miss Barton
was restricted
in her work and the
English commissioners were not allowed to investigate in their own way.
Besides, Mr. Beunett, editor of. the
HeralQ" has accepted favors from the
Sultan, and that would stand in the
way of any adverse criticism from that
quarter.
The investigation seems to
be in the interest of the Sultan and
not of the Armenian.
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POOR WE'UNSES.
The following clipping :s from the
Baptist and Reflector, this city, which
by the way IS a fairly good paper of
the kind. It says:
"The question comes: Suppose a
Campbelliteshould apply for membership in a Baptist church and state that
when he was bapt,ized he was regenerated and was baptized with the
distinct understanding that his baptism would be for the purpose of expressing tbat fact and not to secure
regeneration, should he be rebaptized? We think he should. Three
things are necessary to the validity
of baptism. (1) The proper form.
(2) The proper subject (including the
proper design) . And (3) The proper
administrator (including the proper
authority). The proper form is immersion. The proper subject is one
who has repented of his sins and believed on Jesus Christ, and has beeD
regenerated by the Holy Spirit and
now desires to be baptized to show
T. A. REYNOLDS.
forth these facts to the world. The
proper administrator is one who has
the proper authority back of him.
T. A. Reynolds, pastor of the Woodland Street Christian Church, this city,
That authority, we believe, is a true
was born in western North Carolina, October 9, 1854. He is strong in body, .
Church of Christ. In the case menwell-rounded in mind and full of youth, sunshine, hope and the love of Jesus.
tioned the first two of these pre-reBro.
Reynolds was pastor at Jeffersonville, Indiana, four years, with over 200
quisiteRwere present, the proper form
additions i at Anderson, Indiana, five years with over 400 additions and with
and the proper subject, but not the
third, the proper administrator, betwo mission churches built i at Frankfort, Indiana, two years, with over 100
cause lacking the proper church auadditions. From Frankfort he came to Nashville, Jan. 1st, 1897. While in
thority. We think the person ought
Indiana he was President of the NorthlJrn Indiana Ministerial Association, one
to be rebaptized. As indicated byour
review of his book is another column year i of I,heState Sunday School Association, one year i of the State Ministerthis is the view which Dr. Dargan of ial Association, one year. He is now President City Local Union of Christian
the Seminary would take of the matEndeavor and member of committee,-'98.
His work is all in a prosperous
ter. This is also the view which condition and promises great things for the future.
would be taken by the great majority
of Baptists all over the South."
The case in hand is a "supposed"
tion in the above quotation is the baptism has no vital connection with
case you will observe. I am glad third division, or "proper adminis- salvation, why need so much authority
that this gentle editor deals with a trator."
Now our "Campbellite"
vested in the man who performs a nonhypothetical case. I never have immersion is the proper form, and if essential thing? Or why insist on a.o.
heard of a man or woman obeying we were regenerated and saved by essential way ofdoing a non-essential
Christ under the labors of a Christina the Holy Ghos(before baptism that
thing? I can see why there must be
preacher, who was baptized with the would be a pretty good salvation for a proper subject, for Jesus specifies
diatinct understanding that his sins the ordinary "Campbellite," but as we the sUbject, but will our good Baptist
had been previously forgiven. Neither have not been immersed by the proper editor tell us on what ground he says
did I ever hear ot a man being baptiz- authority, Which, being interpreted
there must be the proper authority
ed by a Christian preacher in order means by a Baptist preacher, why we ves5ed in the administrator? Then
to secure regeneration. Suppose? Yes, are not fit for the fellowship of a Bap- you constitote yourself that authorlet it rest with a supposition. If such tist? That looks to a man up a tree ity. But according to Dr. Whitsitt,
a case is on record, it was all the outlike putting a Baptist preacher's "authe authority idea is somewhat exgrowth of that teaching which was thority" above the H~ly Ghost's ploded, is it not? We don't ask these
itself yet in the wilderness. Who regeneration and salvation. Say questions to be asking, but we just
ever heard of a Christian preacher
brother, if the saved man is not bap- want to know a few things, and as our
expostulating on the power of baptized by the right party, is he saved Baptist brother has the proper autism to secure regeneration?
. at all? If not, aint that baptismal rethority-not all authority I supposeBut let this be as it may, the funny generation, or baptismal salvation, he can inform us poor "Campbellites."
thing about the answer to the quell- according to your theory' But if
We have had some inclinationa aloal'
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greater things for the Master. Georgia rejoice!! with Alabama and the
whole South in the bright outlook before us and pledges hearty co-oper.tion in the good work. Let us pray
for one another, and work with one
another, and in t,hespirit of "in honor
prefer one another"move to the front.
Let the forces "advance all along the
line" for the time has come for the
I{reatest onward movement we have
ever made.
God bless you in your meeting.
I shall be with you in Apirit; wish I
could be in bodily presence, but I
must be careful for the present at
least. In the sweetest bonds of fellowship.
Yours in Him,
C. P. WiLLIAMSON,
Pres. Georgia Convention for 1898.

EIlI'IORIAL

NOJ};S.

WE are fiooded this week with sub·
ject matter. Our correspondents
must be pat;ent with us and their
productions will appear in order.
BRO.J. E. Spiegel who has labored
so successfully at Anniston, Ala.,
during the past year, has accepted
the work at Decatur and is already
installed in his new field.
W. E. ELLIS.
W. E. Ellis, for two years the successful and universally beloved pastor
of the Linden Street Christian Church, Memphis, will become, with the New
Year, the pastor of the Vine Street Ohristian Church, this city. Bro. Ellis is
a Kentuckian by birth,is thirty-six years old and vigorous in body and in mind.
He is a graduate of the Kentucky University and a patient, persevering student.
He is a strong preacher, a good pastor and a cultured, Ohristian gentleman.
Bro. Ellis is a man in whom every brother finds a warm and loving friend.
He loves all of his preaching brethren and has for them words only of encouragement and kindness. In coming to the Vine Street Ohurch,Bro. Ellis enters
work with a large, refined and educated congregation. This is a warm-hearted, united and appreciative people. We predict for Bro. Ellis and the Vine
Street Church a service, together, that shall glorify our Merciful Father.
the line of immersion ourselves, but
if this authority question is vested
solely in the Baptist ministry, they
certainly have a monopoly on the
whole baptismal question and a corner
on salvation. The "Campbellites"
are not in it lit all. Poor we'unses!

H.
MORE A:ND BETTER.

The following greetings from Georgia, through our much beloved C. P.
"Williamson, come too late for our
convention, but we thus give them to
the whole Southern brotherhood.
They are certainly appreciated. In a
private note, Bro. Williamson says:
"I am glad to report myself as well
and at my post again. Thank God."
All the whole brotherhood will rejoice

at the recovery of Bro. Williamson
from a stroke of paralysis.
Greetings were also received from
J. J. Irvine and wife, Jacksonville,
Fla.; W. S. Broadhurst, Louisville,
Ky.; S. M. Bernard, Meridian, Mlss.;
W. A. Neal and wife, Jackson, Miss.,
and others.
As Oorresponding Secretary of our
convention, I return cordial greetings
with I. Oor. 3: 9 as our message.
O. P. S.

ATLANTA,
GA., Dec. 3, '97.
DEARBRO.SPIEGEL: In His Name
I greet you, and through you the
brethren of Alabama in convention
assembled. We have had, in Georgia,
the best year of work and the most
successful which we have ever known.
It but gives ue cour&le to dare to do

BRO.David R. Piper, who has lao
bored faithfully for some time in
Greene County, Alabama, has accepted a call from Hartsell, same state,
and will enter work there in January.
THE nice little stories which a number ,of our young friends have prodUCed for the Home Page will be published in due time. We present our
young folk, this week, with a splendid
history of Christmas by Bro. Lee
Jackson, of Mississippi.
BRO. Jo Severance, of Kentucky,
stopped over in the city recently and
spent an afternoon with ns. Jo is
bright in mind, warm in heart and
sound in body. He carries sunshine
wherever he goes and does everybody good. Long may he live to
preach the gospel-beaven's
good
new(to the eartt.
THEREwill be no paper next week.
The editor will busy himself making
preparations for a better paper next
year. The GOSPELMESSENGER
has a
bright outlook for the future and we
have every reason to expect that its
friends will be multiplied during the
coming year. We wish for our readers a joyous Ohristmas and a happy
New Year.
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EVANGELISTIC DEPARTMENT.
S'!'EVEN8' PARAGRAPH~.

When you speak of men who write a hard hand
to read, always put M. Kendrick down as head of
the class. His postoffice is Kendrick.
So the first
and last words of his letters are both Kendrick.
A
young lady said last night that she could never tell
which was the top and which was the bottom of
Bro, Kendrick's letters-that
they looked like they
would read one way as well as the other.
The church at Meridian is happy and full of
hope and S. M. Bernard has a deeper hold than
ever on that people. May God ever hide that growing church beneath the shadow of his everlaeting
wing. It does my heart good to hear such reports
&scome from Meridian by private letters.

old, but they can inspire a preacher to say more
good thin~8 and do better work than any two people' I ever saw.
Another thing at Adamsville especially striking,
was the tenderness of the hearts of the people. I
wish our Mississippi people had a few more tears
to spare. There is power in tears. Nor were the
Selmer people hard hearted, for after a few days,
it was common to see the audience, as it were, bathed in tears. I shall ever remember my trip to
Tennessee.
For the benefit of our Mississippi State Board, I
will !lay that our trip to Tennessee paid all expen@efil
and the salaries' of both evangelist and musician,
beiides leaving a good many dollars to the credit of
the Mississippi Board.

The State Evangelist of Mississippi worked six
weeks in Tennessee during the last year, for which
Alabama has some originality. A country
he has received U38.00.
Nor wa~ there any sign
brother recently asked O. P. Spiegel to return thanks
of a contract,_ or even any suggestion of such a
by simply saying: "Look in your plate."
thing. This amount was simply the free-will offering of the people, and could and would have been
Bro. W. H. Sandy is authority for the story
much larger, but for the fact that I told them of
that one of our pioneer preachers was holding a
the small salary that I was getting in Mississippi,
meeting in Tennessee where the prejudice was high,
and that our State Board got credited with all I rebut where a good many were obeying the gospel. It
ceived above the salary they paid me. Nor is the
seems that there was a lowd-own drunken rake in
Statf:: Board of Mississippi to blame for my not getthe community, and the enemies of the meeting
ting more, for they pay me every cent I will have,
hired this rake to join, and be baptized. For so
and have offered me $300.00 a year more than I
doing, they promised him whiskey enough to get
would take. M. F. Harmon, as an ex-member of
drunk on, a shoulder of meat and a bushel of corn.
the Board can testify to this fa t. This being the
The thing leaked out, and the old preacher got on
case, is it not a little hard to be accused by a certo the bargain. The fellow confessed and came
tain newspaper of belonging to a clafls of men who
with others to be baptized. The old man's ceremony
are in the ministry for what money they can get
in that particular case was the following: "In the
out of it? I can resign my position to-day and
name of a shoulder of meat and a bushel of corn,
make three dollars to where I now make two, and
I. will put you to the bottom as sure as you are
d~ possibly better than that. But, by the authoriborn,"
ty of the etemal God, organized missions are rigllt,
and I will work where I am till in the judgment of
Our meeting at Selmer, Tenn., was one of great
our Board, or in my own judgment, a better man
pleasure while the weather was for the most part, the
can be found to fill the place. I will do this if I
very worst, at the same time to come in heart touch
starve to ~eath and rot without a grave.
with such people is a "joy forever."
Our home
was with Bro. R. D. Anderson, till his mother-inCotton is low and money will be a little scarce
law. Sister Kerr, sickened unto death. There is no the coming year, but I have not a fear of lack of
man living who hail a larger heart than R. D. funds to carryon our work. The people of MissisAnderson.
sippi are the most loyal on earth, and will come to
When Sister Kerr grew so ill that it was not the front with their money and pled~es when we
practical for me to remain longer in his home, I call on them. We will call loud and long in Januwent to the comfortable home of Bro. Millard ary. I want $1000.00 for State Missions during
Sipes, The very name Sipes is sufficient when it Ja.npary and I believe it will come.
comes to the question of entertainment.
Millard
A fine plan for 1898 'would be for uS to get an
is a son of G. W. Sipes of Adamiville, and I never
offering for every birthday in the church.
Send
saw a Sipes that had a small idea in his head.
one cent for each year that you are old. If, for
The Adamsville meeting with twenty-four addi- instance, you are fifty years old, send fifty cents:
tIOns was alio badly hurt by ugly weather. But if twenty, send twenty cents, etc. It would be
our itay with G. W. Sipes and wife will never, grand if we could get up a system of this kind. Al
never be forgotten.
Bro. Sipes and wife luegetting
names will be published in MEsaU.JIB if desired.
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".- If you want to give a Christmlls gift to our work,

.or a New Year's gift or a birthday gift, send it to
.John A. Stevens, Jackson, Miss., or to Miis M.
Hallie Cozine, Meridian Miss.
"Chimes from the Mystic Land" is a little booldet
of poems written and published by our own little
Fannie Kimzey, of Tupelo, Miss.
She is a poor girl, frail and weak of body, but
in my humble judgment, Mississippi has never
produced a mind so perfectly and naturally poetical.
Like Isaac Watts, the hymnist, the child simply cannot help being a poetic dreamer.
If I were some
wealthy man or woman God knows I would take
her to my home and make her comfortable and let
her dream and write "till she died, which, from all
appearances, will not be long.
She has no money nor anything else on earth
but her talent. Nor has she any physical fotrength
to speak of, and yet she is so absorbed in unselfish
devotion to her church and her God, from whom her
day dreams come, that she longs to help in building
a Christian Church at Tupelo, a splendid town
where we have never had a church.
In order to raise a few dollars to give to the
church ihe has printed a few of her poems in a
dainty little booklet and asked the brethren and
sisters to buy it. I don't know the price. Send
her twenty-five, fifty cents, or one dollar. It all
goes to the church anyway except a few dollars for
printing.
If you want to do something handsome
for her individually, do so, and you will help an
obscure girl who will be felt in the world of rhyme,
if her hundreds of productions now in manuscript
are ever publIshed. Poverty alone holds back her
best productions because they are long and expensive to print.
But the little booklet will give you
an iniight into her talent which you will never
forget.
Send all orders to Fanny Kimzey, Tupelo; Miss.
The following is the preface to the little booklet
written by Sister Fanny herself:
'''With an earnest prayer that they may earn
some dollars for the Christian Church, we hope to
build in Tupelo, I have arrange. these poems-not
too good-not too bad. If now and then they fail
to follow the stereot.yped rules of rhyme, know
that therein lies the author's glory, having purposely paid no attention to rules-tbey
clip my wingsand while some day 1hope to reach a nearness to
perfection in verse-making, thwse were not arranged
fer the eyes of "higher critics," but for the loving hearts of our brotherhood."

..- ..

AM I .1 F.1CTOR1

I fear a large portion of professed Christians do
not ask themselves this question. I hardly need
remind you that in every cause there must be factors;
in every movement there must be movers. 'Now
my dear reader, if you are a member of the Church,

the body of Christ; why are you such? What part
are you doing in the work of the Church? Are you
a factor in the ~reat cause of humanity, which is
Christianity?
Are you one of the movers who
move the movement started by the Son of God?
It is well for U8 to stop and ask ourselves these
q1lestions concerning ourselves. Are you studying
the word of God, that you may Ilrow in knowledge?
Are you active in Christian work, that you lllay
grow in grace? Are you teaching a class in Sunday school, or taking any part in the social prayer "
meeting service, or helping in the Lord's Aid Society?
Or are you letting the preacher do all the work in
prayer meeting j simply entertaining you with a
beautiful lecture on that evening? If you can sing,
do you sit in the part of the house where those sit
who do the mOit of the singing? thereby lendin17
•
0
your vOice to swell the song that goes up to the
great white throne? or are you sitting in the back
part of the church, too modest or bashful to come
down and sit near the front with the others who
show ihat they are anxious to be factors in makin17
o
the service of worship impressive to those in attend·
ance, thereby lifting them, as well as yourself
nearer to God? Why are you in the Church anyhow?
What good accrues to you from your connection
with the people of God? I would hate to be connected with any movement. commercial, agricultural,
political, educational or religious, and be a mere
drone. I would not like to be a beneficiary without
doing any of the work. If you are consecrated to
the work of the Church, and if you desire to get the
greatest possbile blessing, you will work in the
Church with the same degree of zeal you show in
your business, household or aocial affairs; and your
reward will b~ proportionate; your blessing will be
larger and better, because better in kind. Whenever you hear of Christians backsliding, you may
know that if they were ever sli(ling in the forward
direction they had to come to a full stop before
taking the reverse course. I know, and so do you,
plenty of good people in the Church, who would
scorn to receive food, raiment, or shelt"lr, without
giving something in return.
And yet these same
people will complacently accept and receive all the
blessings of the Church, and not render the L<>rd
anything in return for all his benefits. Now whenever you ask yourself the question, "Am I a factor
in the salvation of the world?" please put your··
self in a position to answer, Yes. And if vou are
doing anything in this line; how are you d~ing it?
Are you trying to do the work alone, or are you cooperating with your brethren in the work of saving
men? Are you one by yourself, or one with all
other disciples, thus responding to the request of
Christ in John 17: 21. Now, please do not regard the writer as asking you these questions. I
want you to propound them to yourselveg, and give
the answer to yourselves and to your God.
MIOAH COMBs.
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The Georgia Robertson Christian College is now
the pride of the Christian churches in West Tennessee. It is a magnificent structure, large, convenient in arrangement, desirably located at Henderson.
The dedicatory sermon was preached by Bro.
Hall L. Calhoon. His subject was "The Indwelling
Christ."
He treated hiEtheme in his own inimitable
~ay, clear as light, simple as truth, scrIptural in
authority, convincing in lr>gic, and strengthening
"the inward man" of all who heard him.
The address on "Education," delivered at night,
by Prof. McDougal, was timely, up to date and
showed that he had studied independent normalism to real profit. Its scope was ample, its contents suggestive, and its comparisons and contrasts
of the old and the new way were just. On Wednesday merning attention was given to a symposium on
"Our Work," led by R. P. Meeks. A. I. Myhr and
W. H. Sheffer were his fellows in this conference,
and all three of these consecrated, informed men
made us feel that each ill a workman that needs not
to be ashamed of his work. Following this, the
writer made a talk that seemed to be well pleasing
to his friends in Christ. The time in the afternoon
was consumed in a most helpful way in a conference
on "Church Helps."
Prof. Brown, of the college,
discussed colleges, B. Harderman spoke for the
young people, James H. Brooks presented briefly
some phrases.of the Sunday school, W. H. Sandy
made a splendid talk on papers, and A. I. Myhr paid
his respects to that suhject that will not depart, the
women. His "Queens" are doing a fine work.
"Help those women;" let them do their part in all
of life's work. In the evening of this day an audience of about 600 assembled in the large college
hall to hear the sermon by Bro. Sheffer on the subject-"Ghrist's
Mission Our Mission."
It is sufficient for those who know Bro. Sheffer for me to
state that he was at his very beit. The four leading
points in the discourse are (a) man is to manifest,
or represent Christ, (b) to obey God and his Son
in all things, and (c) like the Christ to seek and
save the lost, (d) and to lose no time in wrangling
over the "methods," but rather see that all are the
best available methods at any partioular time. After
this Bro. Myhr, being full of the work, made a "telling speech," a collection was taken, and we went to
our homes to rejoice in the enlargement of our sweet
fellowships. I could not remain over the last day.
The improvised program was (a) a missionary experience meeting; (b) a meeting of the women, for
the women, and by the women, aud the men who
might be pleased to attend; (c) platform speeches,
and a formal dedication of the college, provided all
necessary arrange'ments could be made. I trust
these three sessions of the convention accomplished
what its friend8 lind the friend' vf this institution
hoped for.
•

In conclusion, it is "a consummation devoutly
to be wished" and a blessing to be prayed f()r earnestly, that others, as our beloved Bro. Robertson
and his good wife, will devote reasonable amounts
of their possessions to promote the educational interests of our people. We hope to see this institution at Henderson fill its hundreds of pupils full
of the spirit of missions, for be it known among all
men that a "religious journal," a school or college,
a teacher or preacher, a book or magazine, that
fosters anti-ism is a blight to our fair land, a curse
to the caUie we plead, and completely misrepresents
the Christ whom we claim to serve.
JAMES H. BROOKS.
ALA.BAMA.
o.

FIELD

P. SPIEGEL,

NOTES.

BIRIMINGHAM.

Some few fear the "change we have made" may
not work well at first. We have made no change.
We have an Executive Board or Committee to see
to the work put into their hands by the Convention. I am still Corresponding Secretary.
I expect to preach more sermons, baptize more people,
locate more preachers (of course I only mean to
put good men and churches in correspondence with
each other-they
make their own trade), write
more letters, and raise much more money for State
Missions than during any previous year. So we
go right along without any change except to get
better as we advance. Instead of traveling all over
the State during the whole year, paying out much
money on the railroads, and retaining as my own
all I collect for State Missions, I am to evangelize
in and around Birmingham during 1898, where I
can enjoy, for a year, homp,-life and get at least an
occasional glimpse of my wife .l!-'orthis work the
Birmingham church will gladly support me. All
money collected for State Missions will be wisely
expended in supplementing good men in important
fields and holding special meetings as far as it will
go. Witness now, brethren, if during 1898 there
are not more sermons, more baptisms, more
churches established, more houses built, more WOl k
of every kind done than ever before. A'ld then
our next convention-well, such a one as it will be!
You havo never seen one like it yet. Why, even
A. McLean, who has attended conventions around
the world, I:Ind who delivered such a powerful sermon in our Birmingham Convention, writes me today to tell him when and where our next convention
will be held, that he cannot afford to miss it, and
t hut he wants me to be certain and notify him in
time ! You see he bas been about enough to know
what a good thing is when he has been in it.
It muy be interesting to know that of the $1,900.00 contributed this year less than $500,00 was
given purely for lIlis~ions. From this deduct your
EvungeHst's necessary traveling expenses, postage
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and stationery, and only about $300.00 'wali received by bim from our missionary treasury.
His
other receipts were for meetings held, and that almost altogether in destitute places. This is the other side of the picture.
But this year l.t us raise at
least $1,200 for missions only. We can do it. I
guarantee that if you will give the money, you will
be more than highly pleased with the results announced at our next convention.
Beginning January fir!!t, there will be a monthly
statement of every cent received published in the
G08PEL MESSENGER. This will inspire greater confidence. The disbursements will also be published.
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Tl)e Best!

TheStandard Sunday-School
SERIES.

LITTLE

ONE'S

QUARTERLY.

A series

of

beautiful Chromo Lesson Cards with simple Bible
Lesson on the back. A card for each Sunday. in a neat
pack.
SPECIMENS FREE.
(This beautiful publication is substituted for our late
Primary Lesson Leaf.)

Now,friends, a word fortbe GOSPELMESSENGER
!
I have known for years that J. M. Watson is one of
the best newspaper men in the United States.
I STANDARD JUNIOR LESSON LEAF. Forlower
have known him from boyhood. He has always
intermediate pupils. Well illustrated.
Issued both
as II. quarterly and as a single leaf. Specify which is
been noted for his piety, his zeal, and his scholarwanted.
SPECIMENS FREE.
ship. He is making for us one cf the best pap~rs
to be found anywhere, among any people. Pick it STANDARD LESSON LEAF.
For upper intermediate
pupils.
Fully
illustrated,
making it the most
up. Read it closely. Compare it with other
helpful
leaf
now
published
for
this
department.
Issued
papers, in quality, make-up and pricl}. Where it
both as II. quarterly and as single leaves. Always
is circulated our work is easy. Send him one
specify which is wanted.
SPECIMENS FREE.
dollar for it. Get others to subscribe. If you
STANDARD BIBLE LESSON QUARTERLY.
know a poor man or woman, or an orphan disciple,
For teachers and advanced pupils. Full explanatory
send them the GOSPEL MESSENGER,a year, as a
notes on the lesson. Three months' lessons bound
Christmas present.
They will appreciate it and
together in pamphlet form. All subscriptions must
begin and end with the quarters, viz: January 1st,
you will preach fifty-two sermons in that home durApril 1st, July 1st, a.nd October 1st.
ing 1898. The GOSPEL MESSENGERwas a patent
SPECIMENS FREE.
factor in making our State convention so successful.
THE LOOKOUT.
For superintendents, teachers
Let us double the subscription list by New Year.
and Y. P. S. C. E. workers. A large weekly without a
We can do it. I write unselfishly for I do not own
superior in Sunday school or Y. P. S. C. E. work, with
one cent'li! worth of stock in it. Preachers, money
a full eorps of specialists in both departments.
As a
practical aid to the teacher, the superintendent and the
spent for this paper to put it into your congregation
Y. P. S. C. E. worker it has no equal.
is one of the very best ways to do mission work.
SPECIMENS FREE.
There are special reasons why you should begin
now. I send in this mail Bro. Bernard's fine speech PURE WORDS. A large child's paper, full of interesting short stories, poems, etc., and profusely
prepared for the Alabama convention, and Bro.
illustrated.
Contains, also the Bible Lesson for each
Manire's magnificent speech deliverod before that
Sunday.
SPECIMENS FREE.
convention.
I have asked for several others of the
For the infant class. Printed
convention speeches. These will be published in BUDS OF HOPE.
on the best book paper, and each number illustrated
the MESSENGER. You cannot afford to miss them.
with handsome colored engravings, designed especially
They are rich.
for this paper. This is certainly the most beautiful
paper yet published for the small children. Lesson
Then, not least, I shall have three or four
Text, Golden Text, Leading Thought, Questions, etc.
articles on "City Evangelization" to begin with the
The Bible Lesson given in simple language
for
first number in January.
I want you to see them
children.
HPECIMENA FREE.
and either agree or disagree with the ideas I shall
STANDARD ECLECTIC COMMENTARY.
For
present.
Don't lay your old papers away, unless
teachers and Bible classes.
vou bind them, for ail a rule you will never again
"LIBRARY EDITION."-Printed
on heavy paper and handlook at them. Give them to someone and mark
somely bound in best English Cloth, with gold side and
a special article or editorial.
back stamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1 ()()
Our tent meeting at Citronelle moves on nicely.
Good audiences are attending.
Hope to reach home
for Christmas.
A happy Christmas and prosperous New Year,
to all of our readers, to all of our friends, and to all
the discipleil throughout the world.

Per dozen, by express, not prepaid..............
9 00
"HANDY EDITION."-Printed
on thin paper, bound in
flexible cloth
- . . . . ..
.75
Per dozen, by express, not prepaid. . . . . . . . . . . . .. $7 20

8tandard Publishing Company,
216, 218 and 220 East Ninth St.,

Gil)eil)l)ati, Ol)io.
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS.
BAPTISM,

COlUMUNION' AND 'I'HE LORD'S SUPPER.

The bone of contention among the different religious denominations at present seems to hinge on
the three points indicated in the above caption, and
the legitimate discussion that is being conducted,
chiefly in the undenominational press, cannot but
result in inestimable ~ood for the true church.
The
most formidable command of Christ was, "follow
me," and the unpl"ejudiced mind cannot deny that
the "meek and lowly Nazarene" waElburied beneath
the sunlit waters of the historic Jordan; hence he
who follows for the sake of doing the will of "the
Saviour of the World" must natmallv conclude that
"burial in baptism" cannot be construed to mean a
few drops vf water taken from a tumbler.
The independent Christian world is fast coming to see the
real significance of baptism by immersion and the
day i. not far distant when the Christian world will
applaud the multitude who have so long maintained the true decree of Christ that cleanses the world
from sin.
Communion is an8ther question that has bred
many differences and dissension, but again public
sentiment is about to establish a unit. The
Baptists have for years maintained "close communiou," rigidly barring the church from those
who do not. happen to share all their versions of
worship.
However, it now seems apparent that
this strong fabric in their organization is about to
collapse. At the recent Baptist Congress held at
Chicago, Rev. P. S. Henson, one of the leading
lights of the church renounced in emphatic language this ordinance in the church curriculum. His
·views were applauded by a large conitituency and
have eause~ widespread discussion among all denominations.
We believe that the Baptists will yet
come to the conclusion that their deacons - are not
competent to judge the Christianity of man. The
fC)llowin~ from the New York Independenti. a comparison of the Baptist Church twenty-five years ago
and now:
Recall 1875. Those were the days just before the exodus of the young Baptists who preferred peaceful liberty outside to war inside the denomination.
Dr. Behrends was then pastor of a
Baptist church in Cleveland, and Professor Wilkinson was now graciously smiling on him as a young
sentimentalist with whom patience mm,t be exercised, and now thunder:ng away on the duty of obedience to the command" Be immersed."
Dr. Pentecost was still a Baptist pastor, and 80 was Dr.
Bridgman.
When such men as these, llnd Dr. Jeffery and Mr. Banta ventured to attack close communion, then Dr. Bright brought up a battery of
Baptist guns against them.
He declared that there
were in the whole Baptist denomination scarce a
dozen close communicants.
From the theological
seminaries at Upland and Rochester the cannon
belched forth on the rebels, and blew some of them

out of the denomination.
It seemed for a moment
as if the hopes of increasing fellowship were destroyed.
Now it would be almost as hard,
among our Northern Baptists, to find a representative minister who would stoutly defend close communion as it was then to find its confessed opponent.
In the current issue of the Outlook (congregational) we find the following editorial which so well
expresses our sentiments that we adopt it as our
own:
No baptism of any kind is a prerequisite to the
communion.
The only prerequisite is love for
Christ and loyalty to him. It is probable that always the vast majority of those who love and are
loyal to Christ will be baptized.
But it is certain
that always there will be some loving and loyal
souls who will never have received baptism, neither
by immersion nor by sprinkling; neither in adult
age nor in infancy-neither,
that is, in apostolic
fashion, nor in that adopted by the church at a later
date. The church has no authority to exclude such
from the communion table.
The only invitation
which Christ authorizes is that which he used: "Do
this in remem brance of me."
The door to this memorial Supper he has opened to all who love him
and are loyal to him; and the door which he has
opened no one has a right to cloFle. And each disciple is to decide for himself what love and loyalty
require; it is not to be decided for him by others.
This is the position of the English Baptists; this is
the position toward which the Christian Church is
gradually tending; and the recent discussioI1 in the
Baptist Church congress indicates that the Baptist
Church in America may yet lead the way toward
this more spiritual and less legalistic view of the
relation of baptism to the Lord's Supper, and of
both to the Christian life.
We are glad, indeed, to read tl:lese spiritual discussions.
The seed sown by the Christian Church
is about to b1ossom forth into fields of ripened grain,
and the harvest will soon be ready for the reaper.

E. G.
Carrollton,

Miss.

.._ ..

Editor

HARRIS,

Democm{.

THE other day I saw a girl bUl~ilyworking some
sort of a figure in a square of linen with colored
silk. I knew she didn't like to sew, and wondered
why she was doing it. I soon discovered that she
was making a Christmas present for some one.
I wonder how many of us have thought to prepare ~lOmelittle token for those we love ? You say,
"Oh, it takes money to buy so many presents."
Let me give you a better recipe than that.
Take
a heart full of love, a little willing toil, a grain of
patience and an ounce of wit, and stir them together, and you will have a vicer batch of Christmas
presents than money can buy.
I mean make something with your own loving
hands, and, though it may be crude and inexpensive,
it will be better appreciated than some brave piece
of bric-a-bac, spic, span, brand-new from the store.
Try it and see. Thel'e is yet time.-The
Jl10ming
Guide.
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MISTAKEl!I (?) OF CHRIST.

the writer of this had known as much a8 the Rev.
Berry, he would never have written any thine; like
If the findings of the "Higher Critics" are to be that, for it is liable to be understood all discouraccepted; if the position of denominationalists is aging divisions which were not mentioned in aposright, and the philosophies of Calvinists and Univer- tolic teaching; such as Methodists, Pre'lbyterians,
salists are sound, then, without doubt, some mistakes Congregationalists, etc.
Again: "I beseech you, brethren, by the name
must be charged up to Jesus Christ.
of
our
Lord Jesus Christ that ye all speak the same
1. We know of no other Jonah to whom the
thing,
and
that ye be perfectly joined tocether in
Lord, could have referred, than the one spoken of
I Cor.
in the book of the Bible which bears his name. Je- the same mind and in the same judgment."
1 : 10. The Apostle does not agree heTe with Rev.
sus said as Jonah was three days and nights in the
whale so would the Son of Man be three days and Berry, as everyone can see who cares to look; but
nights in the earth. But, now, since Jonah was his mistake ( ?) was in allowing himself to be influnot in the whale at all, because there was no such enced by what his Lord had said on the subject.
man, the story being simply a fake, by some won- Such mistakes are unavuidable by anyone who, like
der-monger, our Lord was evidently mistaken in the old colored brother, goes "purty much as de
Book reads."
assuming what is not a fact.
3. Jesus was once asked t~is question: "Are
2. Jesus said that a kingdom divided againE't
there
few that be saved?"
Luke 13: 23. And he
itself cannot stand. He must have included his own
replied,
"Many
will
seek
to
enter
in and shall not be
kingdom in the remark, for he afterwards prayed
earnestly that his disciples should all be one, as .l)e able." Luke 5: 24. But Universalists have discovand God are one. But denominationalists claim ered that everybody will be finally saved; and they
that it would be a miefortune to Christianity for all say they can prove it. Of course, then, Jesus was
Christians to belong to one church. Rev. Charles mistaken. He was probably deceived by seeing that
such cO'1temptible and persistent hypocrites who
A. Berry, whom a late Inter-Oc'!an styles "The
English leader of evangelical federation," said in would destroy the only source of their 8alvation,
Chicago, Nov. 22nd: "I am opposed to unification ought to be damned, and hence he supposed they
in one church, in one creed, in one authority."
H~ would be. He spoke too soon. Universalism had
not then been discovered. He was also mistaken,
makes no exceptions. Therefore, if that "one
very naturally, in supposing that the unrighteous
church" should bethe church of Christ; its "creed"
go
into "everlasting punishment" at the Judgment
Christ; anu the "one authority" the authority of
the Lord himself, Berry is opposed to it. Has he Day, (Matt. 25: 46), because if all will be saved
not discovered that Christ's kingqom can stand none will suffer everlasting punishment.
Upon the whole, isn't it a little risky to depend
while divided against itself, and therefore, that Jevery
much on what He taught, since it is discovered
sus was mistaken? But how does Rev. Berry prove
it? "Because."
Because what? Why, "it would that He was wrong in so many things? The "Highbring about tyranny worse than that of the old er Critics," denominationalists and Universa1ists
may be wrong, too, about some things. No telling
Catholic Church."
what
new discoveries are liable to be made that will
Think of it! Jesus Chri'lt a tyrant, and who
The Almighty himself has no
wants to be ruled 1:y a tyrant?
But how does Ber- upset everything.
ry know that it would bring about tyranny worse show, when things unprovided for, spring up and
than that of the old Catholic Church? Is Christ corner him. If these new discover;es keep on, and
worse than the worst popes of the old Catholic a man wants to stay in with God, with Christ and
Church?
Hardly that; Berry will not say so. It the Bible, he would better, as Josh Billings said, 'Dot
was only a mistake, we should charitably say. when know so much than to know so many things that
"ain't so."-J. H. P., in Christian Oracle.
Christ decided upon just one church.
See Matt.
16: 18-20. Experience, which is a wiser teacher
than Christ, has corrected his blunder and enables
He is worse than a sluggard who steals the labor
this man to know more than his teacher. Pity that
of the dead.
the inspired Apostles had not discovered this mistake
of Jesus in time to prevent their repeating the blunThe heart is tl,1efountain from whence the tears
del'. Brother Berry surely would not have written
at the Apostles did on this question. Notice some of penitence flow.
things which, in the absence of the knowledge possessed by nineteenth century gentlemen, were unWise, indeed, is he ·who has graduated in the
fortunately written by the ignorant Apostle : "Mark
school of experience.
them who cause divisions and offenses contrary to
the dClctrine which you have learned and avoid
them: for they who are such serve not our Lord
The lamb which persists ineleeping in the lion's
,Jesus Christ," etc. Rom. Hi: 17, 18. Now, if lair should not complain.

.._ ..
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REPORTS PROM THE CHURCHES.
work.
I hope I am improving,
though it seems slow. Some of the
TILLERY: Dear Brother Spiegel:
brethren
and Bisters have rememYour note in the GOSPELMESSENGER bered me in a substantial way since I
concerning me will cause people to
have been sick, The Lord bless them
think. that I am reading the Firm
all. It is only half the truth to say
Foundation and believing in and
that I believe the words of the Maspracticing re·baptism
as it is advo·
ter when he said: "All things work
cated in that paper.
First, I do not
together for good to those who love
read that paper; second, I do not bethe Lord."
Can't hope to be able to
lieve in or practice re-baptism, but
do much work before spring.
when a person wants to unite with us,
N. B. PATTERSON.
if they have been baptized to obey
Christ, and for the remissiQn of sins, I
MERIDIAN: We had a delightful
gladly receive them.
So please do
serv.ice on Sunday morning, Dec. 12th.
not take me to be are-baptism hobbyMrs. Oscar Nelson, recently of Birrider, for I positively say, I am not.
mingham, took membership with us.
So of Sunday schools; I favor all that
On Sunday night our ChriEltian Enare scriptural.
So of methods of
deavor Society, under the leadership
mission work: if it is scriptural I am
of the minister, took charge of the
a friend to it; if not scriptural I opregular service and conducted Fore·
pole it. As to Brother Reynolds, I
father's Service.
Following was the
believe he is a Christian, but I have
program: Introductory
remarks
by
no support for him after the progresthe minister; reading of the Springlive order.
Please eet me right, at
field, IlL, proclamation
for F orafaleast on re-baptism.
ther's Day, by W. W. Harrison; an
L. P. WHALEY.
essay on the life of Thomae Campbell,
ALABAMA.

,

SANDY CREEK: As I went to my
appointment I passed through Nota8ulga. Saw many yellow flags, people gone from home, gates lot-ked,
great excit,ement.
From this' on, if
you can make the people believe the
devil has yellow fever they will forsake him and flee from him. I baptized a very prominent old gentleman,
at Simmons Cross Roads Sunday.
He
was stricken with paralysis six years
ago. Can scarcely walk at all. Had
not had his feet wet with cold water
linee the stroke.
The people all
wanted him baptized in his own millpond near by, so they would not have
carry the corpse very far! I told
them I nad never Iieen anyone hurt
doing God's commands.
One son
would not see him baptized, thinking
it would kill him. Everything worked
•• if God had a hand in it. When I
got back to the bank with him, they
sat him in a chair and carried him to
the house, he and all his friends
rejoicing together. I announced meet·
ing at his house that night.
Had a
large audience and fine attention.
J. A. BRANCH.

*0

MISSISSIPPI.
WlIlST POINT: Thinking that the
brethren and friends would like to
hear from me as to my health, I write
you a few lines. I have had a long
8pell; have been sick since the last of
Jane and am still confined to the
house.
Can walk about the yard
~lJle, but am not able to do anr

by R. O. Smith; an oration on the
the life of A. Campbell. by J. T. Lawson; an essay on the life of B. W.
Stone, by B. H. Grimes; essay on
the life of Walter Scott, by T. R.
Humphrey.
We sang: "All Hail the
power of Jesus' Name."
and the
large audience went away with their.
eyes opened ae to the grandeur of
our plea and the greatness
of our
brotherhood.
coupled with our unfiinching ioyalty to Christ.
S. M. BERNARD.
FAYETrF: In my letter of recent
date I stated that tlie pastor of the
M. E. Church of this place preached
a sermon, in answer to my series of
sermons preached during our protracted
meeting, in the Presbyterian
Church; and that the officers of his
own church had refused him the use of
their house of worship for this purpose. Of the correctness of the first
statement I was positi ve; and as to
the correctness of the se('ond, I had
evidence which I considered at the
time perfectly trustworthy.
One of this minister's own members
had stated to a number of persons in
my presence that one of the officers
would not give his consent for the
sermon to be preached, and said mem·
.ber gave good authority
for the
remark.
I afterwards heard it currently reported on the streets that
the officers had refused to give their
consent in the matter, and I did not
remember having heal'd a word to
the contrary.
As a matter of course,
no~ bearing it disputed, by either side,

I accepted this statement
as being
true until I heard it contradicted,
since my writing.
I was then anxious to make proper
corrections, and offered to do so immediately, on condition that the officers themselves deny it.
But the brother, being much angered at me for calling his sermon
"weak," and accusing him of "crawfishing" (the truth will hurt sometimes), determined to get revenge.
He therefore had every officer in
the church, from the Sunday school
superintendent
down, who would, to
sign a paper denying this statement,
and this, with a two-column letter of
his own, or signed by himself, he
had published in our County paper.
I had never stooped to the secular
press in dealing with this or any other
minister, and if I had, I had considered myself able to cope with him
without
the strength of additional
names.
But he now makes it necessary for me to enter this fleld, where
I feel so much out of place in such
matters, or suffer the public to be
misinformed.
He stated to some of
his officers, in order to get their signature, that I had refused to make
correction
about their refusing to
allow him the use of their house.
But I made him confess in their presence that I had offered to do this, and
he said: "No; if you won't retract
the whole letter, I don't want you to
write anything."
From a man of
this kind I do not hope for any fair
dealings.
May God forgive him, is
my prayer.
W. W. PHARES.
SHERMAN: To the churches and
brethren in Mississippi, greeting!
By
request of a number of brethren in
whose judgment I have confidence, 1
ha va decided to evangelize during the
year 1898. Wi~h this in view, I have
called in all of my monthlyappointments.
It is my desire to hold protracted meetings in Mississippi.
I ask:
the churches, and the individual members of the church to write me stating
where and when they desire a protracted meeting.
Do not hesitate to
write because you do not feel able
financially to support a meeting.
If
you desire a meeting in your neighborhood or town, or in some other locality, where you believe good can be
accomplished,
write
me about it.
Don't wait, but write soon so my
program can be made out early in 1898.
The Mississippi Missionary Society,
since the convention in August, haa
sent me, through Brother John A.
Stevens, $30.00. This amouut was to
assist me while holding meetings at
Eupora aud Charleston. But the condittos of the Society will not justify
any appropriation for my support now.
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It may possibly give a small amonut
:sometime during the year.
I, how,ever, have no contract with the So<ciety. I ask the churches and mem·
ibers of the church to write me what
they are willing to give during the
year, or send the amount in cash
when you write. Don't wait till summer. It requires as much to live on in
January and February as it does in
July and August.
There are many towns and country
nt'ighborhoods
where we have no
churches, and where the people have
never heard one of your ministers
preach.
The people living in those
places are ready to hear the gospel
preached, and many will obey.
Do
you, brethren of Mississippi, love the
80uls of those people? I will see what
you do, and that will answer the
questioil.
I hope to visit a number
of churches in January and February
and take pledges and receive cash to
help in doing Missionary work in
Mississippi. Address me at Sherman,
:Mias., box 0.
G. A. REYNOLDS.

SOUrrH KENTUCKY.
PEMBROKE: I preach regularly at
"Pembroke, Christian County, and Liberty, Todd County.
These congregations held their meetings last fall,
with their regular preacher in the
pulpit, and there were twelve additions at Liberty and six at Pembroke.
ThEl Lord willing I shall continue to
preach at the same places another
year.
T. D. MOORE.

rrENNESSEE.
HENDERSON: We have enjoyed a
feast of good things this week. The
convention is over.
Brother Myhr
will give the readers of the MESSENGERa true report of results.
I regret
that I bad to leave Mississippi, but
thank the Lord I can go back again
next summer when Ichool is out.
Brother
Stevens and the churches
have given me a cordial invitation.
We clip the following from the Oorinth Herald:
Rev. Sandy preached his farewell
sermon to his congregation
at this
place last Sunday.
He leaves to-day
to make his furture home in Henderson, Tenn.
Brother Sandy has been
with us now about two years, and
daring his stay at Jacinto has made
many warm friends who will regret to
see him leave.
As pastor and all a
citizen of OUI' town he will be greatly
missed by the members of his church
and people of the community, in general.
We sincerely hope that the
"lines have fallen to them in pleasant
places."-Sella.
There is more money for us elsewhere than there is in Mississippi, but
we love the Mississippi people anti
~nxious to see the cause of our

M'

blessed Redeemer permanently planted in that State, and throughout the
world.
God bless the MESSENGER.
It has changed hands, but the spirit
is the same, and I hope and believe
that it will ever be the same. A
word to its contributors:
Always remember the statement of the grand
old Apostle to the Gentiles, as found
in Rom. 8: 9. Then in your articles
try to reveal to the world that same
kind, loving spirit that was in Christ.
W. H. SANDY.

SOUTH KENTUCKY FIELD NOTES.
J. W.

GANT,ELKTON,KY.

Have been too busy for the la8t
week to send in my usual installment
of Notes.
The Sa em rally was the best meeting of the kind I ever attended.
I
think much good will result from it,
but as Miss Sallie Grasham has already written it up for the MESSENGER, I deem it unnecessary to add
anything more on that subject. When
these rallies are conducted in the
interest of our South Kentuckywork,
as was the Salem meeting, they do a
vast amount of good. I learn that an
effort will be made to haTe luch a
meeting in Hopkins County.
A mass
meeting in that County would certainly result in good. Sbould be glad to
have one in Todd County.
Brother W. A Gibson will leave
Morganfield in a few days.
He and
his most estimable wife have certainly done a most successful work at that
point.
Brother Gibson has also dona
a good work at Union Town and Shi·
loh. In addition to his work at these
places, he has done a good work at
several mission pointR. He. has had
in his field, during the past year,
about seventy-five additions.
On account of poor health, he for the present will have to give up actiTe work.
We hope at no distant day he may be
able to resume work again. I enjoyed
my visit to Morganfield, very much.
The Children's Mission Band and the
Ladies' Aid Society made
liberal
pledges to our work. For the want
of time I did not finish the canvass
of Morganfield.
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Brethren, have you canvassed your
congregations for our work? If not,
we sincerely hope you will do so at
once.

IN MEMORIA.M.
"Born,
Lived, Died."
On Dec.
1st, the summons to "come up higher" came to Brother M. M. Martin
of this city. He had scarcely reached
the prime of life-aged
thirty- two
years, eleven months and one day.
His illness was of less than a week's
duration,
and when the summons
came his friends, and especially his
wife and two small children were altogether unprepared to give him up.
He was born near Corinth Miss., and
before he reached manhood's estate
he gave his young heart to Christ.
He moved to this city about six years
ago, and has been. an honored emp~oyee of the Union Telegraph Office
ever since.
To his heart-broken
and lonely
wife and little children we, with a host
of friends, extend our sincere sympathy, praying that God's richest blessings may abide with them in their sad
and desolate hours.
WALTERA. NEAL.
Jackson, Miss.
How many happy hearts at Christ·
mas time! and then, how many sad
ones! Dear reader, don't forget the
poor little children who have scanty
clothes and no money to buy toys.
The editor, much to his regret, was
unavoidably kept away from the convention at Henderson, Tenn. Bros.
Myhr and Brooks send interesting reports.
Bro. Myhr's report was received too late to appear in this issue.
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As I have but little time this morning' I must be permitted to close and
reserve for next week the mention of
several matters of interest which I
desired to put in this letter.
Our treasury is empty and the
preachers are calling on us for what
we owe them.
Brethren wh~ owe
on old pledies will ple~e remit at
once to George 1'. §t~eet~ tre~qrer,
Elkton, Ky ~
.

The Forty-Second Annual Session
opens Jan. 1, 1898, and continues six
months. Graded Course, Clinical and
Laboratory Facilities unsurpassed. Students taught at bedside in city and
College Hospitals.
For catalogue, address
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\300 W. Broadway.
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presented to us as a roaring lion. A
roaring lion should make a Ohristian
S. M. BERNARD, EDITOR, MERIDIAN, MISS.
retreat to the bosom of God, there to
find spiritual strength.
wllom it is named, in bringing relaTHE TWO EVENHIG 'I'R..HNS.
Weare
all nearing the end of the
• tives to Jesus Christ, then it has a
year, 1897. It will soon go into
The first train leaves at 6 p. m.
history.
Its record in Heaven Is
noble purpose.
For the land wbere tbe sleftp flower
How
many
of
us
have
brothers,
\
either
good
or bad. Brother, have
blows,
The mother dear is the engineer,
you been blessed spiritually this yearf
sisters, or parents, who have never
And the passenger laughs and crows.
You live in a land of Bibles and
accepted the Saviour?
If you have,
The palace car is the mother's arms;
churches.
You certainly should be
patient reader, you should follow the
~The whistle a low, sweet strain;
The passenger winks and nods and blinks
able at the end of this year to raise
example of this blessed apostle of
And goes to sleep on tbe train.
your voice to God in the old song:
whom we are speaking.
At 8 p. m. the next train starts
When Andrew sat at the communion
"Here I'll raise my Ebenezer;
For the pleasant land afar;
Hither by thy help I've come i
table and saw his brother, Simon,
The summons clear falls on the ear,
"All abroad for the sleeping car?"
And I hope, by thy good pleasure,
there, he never regretted
having
Safely to arrive at home."
But what is the fare to this pleasant land
pointed him to Christ.
If you will
I hope it is not too dear:
At
this se&son you will also make
lead your brother to Jesus, you may
The fare is this-a loving kissAnd it is paid to the engineer.
some
resolves for
another
year.
sit around the Lord's table hundreds
These should be a few of your re80 I ask of Him who the children took
of times without regretting your serOn His knee in kindness great,
solves:
vice of love.
"Take charge, I pray, of the trains each
1. I will try not to miss a single
day,
That leave at 6 and 8.
observance of the Lord's Supper durMIDWEEK PRAYER MEETING.
"Keep watch o'er the passengers," thus
iug 1898.
pray,
(By Permission of W. S. Broadhurst, Lou2. I will keep posted on the mid·
"For they are very dear;
isville, Ky.)
And have special ward, oh, gracious Lord
week prayer meeting topics and will
O'er the gentle engineer."
try
to get all the good possible out of
-Author Unknowu.
Date-December
29th.
these services.
To this end I will
Topic-Ebenezer.
supply myself with one of the neat
Reference3-I.
Sam.
7:
3-13;
Psalm
THE LORD'S SUPPER.
topic cards published by W. S. Broad27: 9; Psalm 46: 1; Psalm 94: 16-19;
hurst,
Box 646, Louisville, Ky.
Psalm 121: 1, 2; Acts 26: 21, 22; II.
Its Institution. Persons Present.
3. I will give more liberally of my
Tim. 4: 16-18.
time, money and talents to the Ohurch
Andrew was there.
We call his
Ebenezer means "stone of help."
of Ohrist.
name and he answers "present."
He
It was in the days of Samuel that the
4. I will learn more about the Lord
Is not at all boisterous.
His manner
stone of help was placed between
Jesus Ohrist next year than I ever
ill rather reserved for we have heard
Mizpah and Shen. The Children of
have learned in anyone year of my
bis Toice very seldom in the four gosIsrael had' been serving false Gods
life.
pel accounts.
In the first chapter of
and Samuel said "Gather all Israel
5. I will work in every way possible
the gospel according to John, we find
together unto Mizpah and I will pray
for
the success of the GOSPEL MillS'
an account of the first appearance of
for you."
While they were there,
SENGER, which is the Moses of the
Jesus to John, the immerseI'.
John
the Philistines came upon them and
Southland leading the people from the
Rid: "Behold the Lamb of God," etc.
the Lord thundered upon the Philiswilderness of sin and sectarianism inWhen he said those words Andrew
tines and they were routed.
As a
to the "promised Land" which is full
and another of John's disciples left
monument to commemorate thill vicof apostollc truth.
him, and followed
Jesus.
When
tory Samuel placed this stone, saying:
Andrew was sitting at the table bear"Hitherto hath the Lord helped us."
ingthe emblems so sacred to us all, he
When men stoop to curse, devils
David was a man full of gratitude.
probably allowed his mind to run back
rise to praise.
God blessed him and he did not
to the first time that he had seen the
neglect to thank the Heavenly Father
Saviour.
The saddest grave is where livini
for it. Oh I that we might have more
youth is burled.
And now he was viewing the Lord
of the spirit of DaTid in this respect.
when he had b1Jt few more days on
In speaking of ingratitude
Shakesearth.
Yes, Andrew left all, even
One fault confessed makes the soul
peare says:
John the forerunner and followed
thrice- blessed.
"Blow, blow, thou bitter wind,
Thou art not so unkind
Jesus.
We find people all around us
As man's inrratitude j
who refuse to do this. They are conThy tooth is not so keen,
tinually talking about the kingdom,
Because thou art not seen,
A sermon preached in the Central
which they claim was set up before
Although thy breath be rude."
Christian Churcb, Dallas, Texas, Jan.
John died, and they also have much
When Paul stood before King
24, 1897. A tract of fifteen pages,
to say about the all-sufficiency
of
Agrippa,
he might have shouted
embodying bis reasons for leaving the
John's baptism.
Oh! that we might
Methodist Church and ministry and
"Ebenezer."
He made those masall follow in the footstepll of Andrew
uniting with the Christian Church.
terly arguments before the King and
This tract has excited much interest
and give the Man of Galilee the prom·
then told him how the Jews had seiz·
wherever it has been circulated.
It is
Inence due him I
ed him in the temple and tried to kill
written in clear, convincing style, and
Another thing about Andrew; he
him, but he received that help which
excellent spirit, and makes an admirafound his brother, Simon Peter and
ble document for general circulatlol;).
is from God and kept on preaching
The first edition was soon exhausted.
brought him to Jesus.
One of the
the gospel. Many a minister
can
Second Edition now ready.
Single
religious denominations
of our day
sympathize with Paul in all this! He
copy 5 cents; 12 copies, 25 cents; 100
hall a society called the "Brotherhood
has the world, sectarianism and false
copies, $1.50. Published and for sale
of St. Andrew."
If this society folby the Christian Courier Co., Dallas.
brethren to contend with, and he has
lows the example of the apostle for
Texas.
to look to God fOt help. Satan is re-
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readily in the prayer meetings, and
how you get the timid ones to work;
MltSS ETHEL STREA-'fOR, EDITOR, CLARKSVILLE,
TENN . .;;<~
<-..J I
how your committees work, and what
they have accomplished; what misHOW TO PitAY.
is a good time to subscribe if you, sionary work your society is doing,
have not already done so. To begin J, and if you have any special work on
1897.
Dec. 27. In faith.
Heb. 11: 1·6.
with, there are the papers published . hand, tell us of that also.
Dec. 28. In spirit and truth. John 4: 19-20.
solely for the Endeavorers amongthe ~
Dec. 29. In Christ's name. John 16: 23-30.
Dec. 30. With boldness.
Heb. 10: 16-22.
Disciples of Christ, and others of our :. The Juniors of the Christian Church,
Dec. 31. Without ceasing. 1. Thess. 5:16-24
papers which devote part of the.r at Clarksville, Tenn., are thrivinS.
1898.
.Tan.l. The model prayer.
Matt. 6: 5·13.
space to Christian Endeavor. Then They conduct their own meetinga,
.Tan. 2. TOPIC. How to pray. Luke11: 1-13.
there are the papers._belonging to very nicely; their president, with bis
(A meetiug of preparatiou for the week
of prayer.)
Christian Endeavor at larie, and there
Violin,gives material aid in the music.
should be at le.ast one such paper in At a recent meeting the officers
PRAY
every society. If there iiian Informa- pre.ented Biblesto thQseof the memEearnestly. Phil. 4: 6; Psa. 145:
tion committee it should bave the
bers who had none of their own.
18: 65: 22; Isa. 55: 6, 7; Deut. 4: 7;
State paper, for almost all the State
Matt. 6: 6.
missions have an official organ. The
"We expect larger things of the En-.
Persevering. Luke 11: 5-10; 18:
prayer meeting committee in its work deavorers the coming year." So I&y
1-7; Acts 12: 5; Eph. 6: 18; Isa. 40:
needll a paper which will help in prethe secretaries of the Foreign Chris31; Rom. 12: 12.
paring for the _meetings. The mis· tian Society.
Confidently. Matt. 21: 22; Jas. 1:
sionary committee ought to have the
In '97, Alabama had two Endeavor
6; Mark 11: 24; I. John 5: 14, 15;
reports of the Indianapolis conven- societies which conbributed to the
Psa. 37: 5.
tions. And, w,hena supply of literaForeign Christian MissionarySociety;
Humbly. John 5: 30; Eccl. 5: 2;
ture is secured, see that it is used.
Georgia, three; Tennessee,four; KenMatt. 26: 39; Rom. 8: 26; Matt. 6:
tucky'
twenty-two. There is room
10; Luke 11: 10-14.
for the Endeavorers to do "larser
Official
C
hristianEndeavor
statistics
In Christ's name. John 14: 13; 15:
up to Oct. 30,1897, show a total of 51, things."
16.
605 societies. The Presbyterians still
The Bethany C. E. Bulleti,. is a
The references given with the topic lead with 8,537; the Congregational
sixteen page quarterly, published in
outline the elements of prayer. Of churches have 6,614; the Disciples, 4,
the interest of the Bethany Readins
course, faith comes first, for without 585. We still rank third, but can we
Oourses, and sent to those who bethat we would never pray at all, nor not step up higher this year? Wherelong to circles, or who have taken
could we pray acceptably.
ever we have a church and a Sunday
the readings individually. The BulThen, the spirit must be right, for school we ought also to have an Enletin. for October says: "It is not the
the prayer that is only a form is like deavor society. Every new society
purpose of this educational movement
that of the Pharisee, who exalted swells the total, but more than that,
in Christian Endeavor to organize
himself, yet was condemned.
and better, it trains the young people
reading circles within the societiee,
Pray in boldness; the confidencethat
for efficient service.
but rather to regard each society &8
John speaks of, as knowing that our
itself a school, and to provide the
prayers are heard. Here sometimes
The Endeavorers' Daily Companion mean8 and methods by which it shall
a great mistake comes in, for there
is a helpful little pamphlet combining prosecute its studies. It is desired,
are those who think their prayers the topics for the year with suggestherefore, that no additional maunanswered when they are not granttive thoughts on each and a year chinery shall be created fo! this work
ed: the child, eager for some favor, book of Christian Endeavor.
beyond the appointment of a comdoes not think its request unanswered
Information committees, especially, petent leader in each society to
when the mother says "no;" and most will find it valuable in getting up their
awaken interest in the readings, to
of us have learned, or will learn, to weekly reports. Here is a suggestion
secure for the 80ciety all nece88&rY
thank' God because he did answer taken from the preface: "Your own
information, to conduct review. at
some of our prayers with no. The thoughts are better for you than anystated times, and to do whatever else
hardflst thing is to pray "thy will be . one else's a~d willcome more forcibly
may be necessary to make the readdone," and yet, no prayer brings such from your lips. It is best to look some
ings of most benefit to the members
peace and comfort: for that, when it weeks ahead and fix in your mind the
of that society."
can be prayed sincerely, includes the
coming topics, so that when you read
deepest, broadest love and trust. And or listen you may be ready to seize
OHRISTIAN
DEPOSITORY.
then, to find the most help in prayer, upon all pertinent suggestions. You
let it be without ceasing. There are will be astonished to see how many
Give your children pure literat1ll'8)
times in every day when you need helpful thoughts present themselves and you will reap pure thoughta.
help; and you do not have to go down to the mind that is ready to receive
Give them "light" reading, and you
will reap light thoughts.
on your knees to ask it, for the whis- them."
pered petition will reach the Father
just as surely. Perhaps it is only a
Pure Literature, Bibles,Testamente,
We have received inquiries from
thought scarcely breathed into words, corresponding secretaries as to what Song Books, Bible Dictionarlee, all
but if it has the spirit of prayer, is it kind of reports we want from their books reviewed in this collimn, &c.,
&c., can be obtained by writing to the
not enoughY Form the habit of praysocieties. For them and all others to address below.
ing in thought, as well as in words.
whom the MEl!!8ENGER
goes we say
The Christian Sunday' School8eri.
send us items regarding anything;
Amongother good resolutions make everything your society has done or are the BEST. Write for s&JDplea-free upon application.
one in regard to good literature.
is doing; how you conduct your busiWM. S. BROADHURST,
Every Endeavorer ought to have some nells and cousecration meetings;
163-165 fourtb Ave.,
Ohristian Endeavor papers, and now whether your members take part
P. o. BOX Ma.
LOUI8VILLa, Jty.
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HOME DEPARTMENT.

Illinois Central R. R.

apparently toward them. On the
TO
twenty-first of December the sun was
Ring out ye joyous Christmas bells
furthest from them, being then at his
"Peace on the earth; good will to men"
Glad tidings of great joy proclaim
furthest southern declination, his
Oh, tell the happy news aga.in.
vertical rays marking the tropic of
With love a.nd gratitude to God
Capricorn. That was the longest night
Our hparts do overflow
We' \\ ould that every human heart
of their year and the shortest day, the
Our Father's love might know.
-VIAsun showing his face to them for the
To the nations now in darkness
shortest period of time. From the
NEW ORLEANS
Wl' will send this glorious word
A Sm iOl1r to the world has come
time of the winter solstice, the 21st, of
"A Saviour who is Christ the Lord."
December, the sun gradually moves in connection witb the Southern Pacific
As the star of Bethlehem shone
back toward his furthest northern de·
To guide the wise men to their King
clination, increasing the length of the
So may our liv.es be lights to others
That souls to Jesus, we may bring.
days and heralding the approach of
Nashville, Tenn.
EMMAMORTON.
the fruitful seasons of spring and summer to all people in northern latitudes.
CHRISTMAS RECORDS FOR YOUN6
These people, whose religion had origFOLKS.
inated in sun worship, naturally re- Leaving Cincinnati and Loui3ville on I. C. R. R.
fast "New Orleans Limited" train
The time of our annual Christmas joiced when the great object of their
festivities is at hand once more. It worship began to turn his face toward
EVERY THURSDAY
is a season when the natural tendency
them, in indication of coming warmth
for Los Angeles alld San Francisco without
of the mind is to turn backward and and fruitful seasons. This moving of change. The Limited also connects at New Ormake a summary of the records of the sun toward his northern declina- leans daily with Express Train for the Pacific
old Father Time. The present avowtion, by warming the atmosphere, Coast, and on Tuesdays and Saturdays (after
January 4, 1898) with the
ed object in the observance of this produced tempests, and excessive
season is the commemoration of the' rains. ~his, by our ignorant ancestors,
birth of Christ; yet it is more than
was attributed to Thor; hence their I
probable, from all the records ob- AtrortBto appease the wrath of this
ofthe Southern Pacific, giving special through
tainable, that the same season was God.
service to San Francisco. Particulars of Agenta
religiously observed by the sun and
The religionists who gaTe especial of the I. C. R. R, and connecting lines.
fire worshipers of Persia more than
promin nce to this festival among the S. G. HATCH, Div. Pass. Ap;ent,Cincinnati.
twen~y-five centuries ago; in other
Gauls and Britons were the Druids. JNO. A. SCOTT,Div. Pass. Agent, Memphis,
words, nearly as far back as can be This name is said to have been derivtraced in the written records of proed from the Greek druB, an oak; ap- A. H. HANSON, G. P. A. W. A. KELLOND, A. G. P. A.
Chicago.
Louisville.
fane history. The exact age of the
plied to them because of the reverintroduction of this annual festival is ence they paid to the oak, and the
lost in the tangled meshes of .anti - sacred mistletoe which grows on that
quity. The Romans most certainly
tree. When the inhabitants of the
found the observance of the season in countries where these religionists prevogue among the Gauls and Britons vailed were led to accept what was
when they subjected them to Roman then termed Christianity they were
authority, an event which took place unwilling to give up their old festival
some decades before the birth of in honor of Thor; hence a compromise
Christ. Of the religious festivals was effected, and the festivites applied
annually observed by these European in commemoration of the birth of
pagans the one kept at the time of Christ. Later the Romish priests apthe winter solstice was the most implied the name Christmas to this seaposing. It was celebrated in honor son of festivities.
of the ~od Thor, "the prince of the
When we read of Druids we are apt
power of the air." It was claimed to associate their customs with an
Thor governed the winds and the
age later than that to which they
clouds; and that if he was displeased really belong. The cause of this is that
he would cause lightning, thunder,
we are acquainted with the history of
and tempests, with excessive rain and the countries in which they flourished
ill weather, which would prove unas of modern history. Fewpeoplepay
All kinds Belting, Pulleys,
Shafting
propitious for nature's productions for much attention to the history of the
Pumps, Injectors,
anything
in Machinthe coming year. If the wrath of countries of Europe prior to the Mid- ery £upplies.
Cor. First & Woodland.
dle Ages; hence all things connected
NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE.
Thor was appeased it was supposed with these countries are limited to the
that the coming season would be a time of the Middle Ages. All that we
fruitful one.
read of the Druids, however, must
If the readers especially the youngnecessarily be dated back to and be'11 '
yond the period of the birth of Christ.
er ones, WI ~ook at a map of o~r,. Julius Cresar, some fifty years before
globe they WIllfind that part of It !the beginning of the Christian era
first peopled by 001' ancestors all northJwrote
a des~ription.o.fthe Druids of
of the ecliptic or solar circle. With their
Gaul and BrIton, gIvmg an array of
idolatrous superstition they Laturally. ,f!"cts relative to their customs. A
.
. lIttle more than a hundred years later
looked WIth reverence to the time' 'these Druids were exterminated by
when the sun would begin to move Nero.
LEE JACKSON.
CHRISTMAS BELLS.

CALIFORNIA
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Large Type, Self-Pronouncing, Complete LJoncordance, DictIonary of Scripture Proper Names, Beautiful Colored Maps, Rich Illustrations.
All the Helps. Sells in book stores for $5.00. We will
send this beautiful Bible prepaid and the GOSPEL MESSENGERone
year for only $2.50.
GOSPELMESSENGER,NashTille, Tenn.
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send for our Latest l1Iustrated Catalogue. Mall orders promptly attended to.
Repairing a specialty. All work warranted.

cJ.

B.

<9A~~, lVIaI)ager.
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A Magic Cure

fJl//lj
fH/~'.

~o:R~~.
ASTHMA. l1AY FEVER, LaGRIPPE.
~
SORE THROAT. etc. A p081ttve pre~__
v"ntlve and CURE for all GERM DIS~;;:.
~
EASES. A quick cure for OoIds. The
only INHALER In wllich cllemlcally pure
~
(Y.j '_~I.M'
~ •••,.,\ •.~
Imperted cryslals are used. The prlncIpal medicine for the entire Empire of
,
Japan. Used and praised by over a mlllon Amerloaue. One minute's trial 19m convince you of Its wonderful merit. Endorsed
b ..leadilllf physlciau. Bvery onll lluaranteed. Money refund9a If not EatJ.sfied. wm
la t two years, and can be refilled by Ub for 20 cents In stamps. It will then be good for
t 0 more yean. Thousands have been tlold under guarantee. Order one now as a trial.
I spaaa tor hselt. 8how It and it sellsitaeU. Price 60 cents, postpaid.
AGENTS
'" AN'rED Send 60 centll for olle Inhaler and ask for ••b"le8ale price. to agents.
Address BAPTIS'r ~ND REFLECTOK, Na.hvllle. Tenn.
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Nashville Shorthand Institute
and Tennessee Business College.
Presbyterian Publishing House, 150 North Cherry St.

••.

~ALEXANDBR PALL, fresident.

•... SaO~TaA~n, TYPEW~ITING, 800l{l{EEPI~G,
TEhEG~APa-Y, PENftlANSaIP
s:>

Arm AItIt EflGItIStl B~AfiGtfES TtlO~OUGf{ltyTAUGtlT.

-rZ2

Tuition within the reach of all. Good positions for all
when qualified. Complete course, homelike conveniences. Splendid apartments always clean.
Good board at moderate rates. fedect
Satisfaction Given or Money
Refunded.
~

BETWEEN

Gineinnati, Itexington, ItouisltU1e.
Evansvi11e, St, ItoUis,
And the cities of

~n-4n-.t~'>-r.~-n"""~n-tn-.t"'·'~n-4n-.t~~~~~..,..r>.4r>o

,-~).n,

Great Through Trunk Line

CALL OR WR.ITE FOR TERMS.

~ashville, l'flemphis,
montgomel1y, mobile
and New 0111eans
WITfi0UT

<9fiA)'{G€

AND SPEED UNRIVALED.
Pullman Palace Cars for Atlanta, Savannah, Macon, Jacksonville and
points in Florida.
Connections are made at Guthrie and
Nashville for all points. North, East
South and west. In Pullman Palace Cars
Emigrants, seeking homes on the line of
this road will receive special low rates.
See agents of this company for rate••
routes, &c., or write to
C. p. ATMORE, G. P. & T. A.
louisville, Ky.
Free tuition. We give one or more free scholarships in every connty in the U. S. Write us.
m ..••
will accept notes for tuition
.,,-OSI.,OnS... or can de!"?sitmoney in bank
~
J
until poSitionis secured. Car
07uaranfeea:
fare paid. No vacation. En.
Under reasonahle ter at any time. Open for both
conditions. . ..
sexes. Cheapboard. Send for
free Illustrated catalogue.
Address J. F. DRAUGHON,
Pres't, at either pface.

Draughon's ~
Practical ••_.
Business....

Y oung Blcycle,GoldWatch,l>1amond
Ring, or
Scholarshll;' in
FREE:

Nashville, Tennessee.

rAINTS, OIL AND WINDOW GLASS.
Doors, Blinds and Glazed Windows.
ARTISTS' MATERIALS, MATHBMATICALINSTRUMBNTS.

.,

NASHVILLE,TENN•• AND'TWRKANA,
EIAS.
Bookkeeping. Shorthand, Typewriting. etc:.
The most thorough, practical and progressive
schools of the kind in the world, and the hest
(>atronizedones in the Sonth. Indorsed by bankers, merchants, ministers and others. Four
weeks in bookkeeping with us are equal to
twelve weeks by the old plan. ]. F. Draughon,
President, is author of Draughon's new system
of bookkeeping, "Donble Entry Made Easy."
Home study. We have prepared for nome
study books on bookkee1?ing, penmanship and
lIborthand. Write for pnce list "Home Study."
Extract. ·'PROF.DRAUGHON-Ilearned bOOkkeepin,gat home from your books, while holding
a position as night telegraph operator. "-c. a
LEFFINGWELL,
Bookkeeper for Gerber at Fic:ks,
Wholesale Grocers, South Chicago, TIL
_(Mmtion th,s paper when writi"l/'.)

P eop Ie

$2<1.00

IN GOLD.

a

Draughon's Practical Busmess
College,Nashville,Tenn., Gal·veston or Texarkana, Tex., or
a scholarship in most any other reputable busi·
ness collegeor literary schoolin t!leU. S. can be
secured by doing a httle work at home for the
Youths' Advocate, an illustrated semi-monthly
journal. It is elevating in character, moral in
tone, and especially interesting and profilable to
young people, but read with inlerest and profit
by people of all ages. Stories and other interesting matter well illustrated. S:,mple copies
sent free. Agents wanted. Address Youths'
AdvocatePub. Co.,Nashville, Tenn.
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